
Be the Ripple EffectBe the Ripple EffectBe the Ripple EffectBe the Ripple Effect

Welcome!Welcome!Welcome!Welcome!
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Drop a pebble in the water:
just a splash, and it is gone; j p , g ;
But there's half-a-hundred ripples
Circling on and on and on, 
Spreading, spreading from the 
centre,
flowing on out to the sea  flowing on out to the sea. 
And there is no way of telling
where the end is going to be. g g

~By James W. Foley~
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Can we agree to...Can we agree to...

 Switch Mobile phones off / silent.
B i   t  ti i ti Being open to participation.

 Being  prepared to engage with 
others and use the next couple of others and use the next couple of 
days to network.

 Having robust discussions  even  Having robust discussions, even 
encourage diverse opinions

 Honour time framesHonour time frames.
 Have fun!
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Program Overview.Program Overview.

Day 1
 Welcome

Day2
 Welcome Back

 The Ripple Effect
 Management/Leadership 

Conundrum

 Homework Debrief
 Exemplary Leadership

Th  Fi  P ti  f E l  Conundrum
 Icebreaker: Creating Connections
 Situational Leadership

 The Five Practices of Exemplary 
Leadership

 Group Activity
 Understanding & Developing 

Dialogue
 Core Coaching Skills

p y
 Being the Ripple Effect
 Putting it all together

 Core Coaching Skills
 Summary-How do they fit?
 Homework

– Summary, Call to action, 
Evaluation
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Conference AimConference Aim

 To provide participants with simple yet effective 
d l  f t d l d hi  l  models of management and leadership along 

with underpinning competencies which they may 
i l t h  th  l  th  fimplement when they leave the conference.
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Conference ObjectivesConference Objectives

 To enable participants to:
Form an opinion about the differences – Form an opinion about the differences 
between management and leadership.
Id tif  t  k  d l  f t d – Identify two key models of management and 
leadership and the components of each.

– utilise the underpinning competencies of 
dialogue and coaching.

– develop their Action Plan based on key 
learnings and self-evaluation.
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Small

KnowingKnowing

Small 
Gap!

KnowingKnowing
Big

Gap!

Really
Big

DoingDoing
Big

Gap!

DoingDoing
GAPGAPHuge

Gap!
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Power of RecognitionPower of Recognition

Once upon a time...Once upon a time...
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Creating Connections Creating Connections 

 Find the table with the picture that matches the 
picture on this  label?

 Once you find your table take a seat and introduce 
yourselves:y
– Name, School, Location

What you hope to take away from the – What you hope to take away from the 
conference.
S thi   j  d i  t id  f k– Something you enjoy doing outside of work

– Be back at noon!
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C i C iC i C iCreating Connections Creating Connections 
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THE MANAGEMENT AND THE MANAGEMENT AND 
LEADERSHIP CONUNDRUMLEADERSHIP CONUNDRUM
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ConundrumConundrum

Definition
 A complex or perplexing problem that generally  A complex or perplexing problem that generally 

has no clear solution. For example, a failing 
company can find itself in a conundrum as they company can find itself in a conundrum as they 
try to figure out a solution to generate profits
againagain.
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John Kotter John Kotter ( Management Guru) ( Management Guru) 

Management
 Planning and budgeting

Leadership
 Establishing direction Planning and budgeting

 Organising and staffing
 Establishing direction
 Aligning people

 Controlling and problem 
solving

 Motivating and inspiring
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Leadership DefinedLeadership Defined

 Leadership is about the qualities, behaviours 
and characteristics demonstrated that inspire and characteristics demonstrated that inspire 
and engage employee’s hearts and minds. The 
result being that business objectives are met result being that business objectives are met 
within an organisational culture of high 
achievement and positivity  achievement and positivity. 

 It is our view that the type of leadership that 
d fi  f l i ti  i  ll d defines successful organisations is called 
transformational leadership which is about 
b h i  d t it  
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Management DefinedManagement Defined

 Management competencies, organising, 
planning directing and controlling are planning directing and controlling are 
distinctly different than leadership behaviours 
and traitsand traits.

 We acknowledge the two overlap.
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Great LeadersGreat Leaders

 When you think of great leaders, who do you 
think of?think of?

 What characteristics made or makes them 
great?
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So what does it all mean?So what does it all mean?

 We all know about the 
impact technology is 
having on society let alone g y
the way it impacts the 
workplace!p

 As Managers and Leaders,
what keeps you awake at what keeps you awake at 
night?

 What do you think are the 
implication for managers 
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p g
and leaders?
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HERSEY AND BLANCHARD’S HERSEY AND BLANCHARD’S 
SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIPSITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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‘There Is Nothing so 
U l A  th  E l Unequal As the Equal 

Treatment of Treatment of 
Unequals ‘

Blanchard, Zigarmi, Zigarmi
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Leadership BehaviourLeadership Behaviour

Leadership style is a combination of directive and supported behaviours:
 Directive behaviour:

– involves clearly telling people what to do, how to do it, when to 
do it and then closely monitoring their performance.

 Supportive behaviour involves:  Supportive behaviour involves: 
– listening to people, providing support and encouragement for 

their efforts, and then facilitating their involvement in problem-
solving and decision-making.

 There are four leadership styles: directing, coaching, supporting and 
delegating but there is no one best leadership style g g s s s p s y
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Leadership BehavioursLeadership Behaviours
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Developmental LevelDevelopmental Level

Development level is a combination of two factors:- competence and 
commitment.
 Competence is the task, knowledge and skills and individual brings to 

a goal or task. Competence is best determined by demonstrated 
performance. It can however be developed over time with appropriate 
direction and support. Competence can be gained through formal 
education, on-the-job training and experience. 
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Developmental LevelDevelopmental Level

 Commitment is a combination of an individual's motivation and 
confidence on a goal or task. 
– Motivation is the level of interest and enthusiasm people have 

doing a particular job. Interest and enthusiasm are exhibited 
behaviourally through attentiveness, animation, energy levels 
and facial expressions as well as through verbal cues.

– Confidence is characterised by person’s self-assurance matters. 
It is the extent to which people trust their own ability to do the It is the extent to which people trust their own ability to do the 
task. If either motivational confidence is low or lacking, 
commitment as a whole is considered low.
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Development LevelDevelopment Level
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Match / MismatchMatch / Mismatch

The Goal is to MATCH
 S1  D1

Common Mismatching
 Over Supervision S1  D1

 S2  D2
 Over Supervision

– S1/S2 with D3/D4
U d  S i i S3  D3

 S4  D4
 Under Supervision

– S3/S4 with D1/D2 
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UNDERSTANDING & UNDERSTANDING & 
DEVELOPING DIALOGUE DEVELOPING DIALOGUE 
SKILLSSKILLS
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What is Dialogue?What is Dialogue?

 A way of communicating with each other in a way that 
all views are heard and respected.

 A way of being that welcomes, honours and values 
diverse perspectives being presented.

 The thoughtful exchange of ideas, points of view in a 
framework that builds on the collective understanding 

d i  ithi  th  it   and meaning within the community or group.
 Through the practice of dialogue, groups can develop 

the capacity to speak and listen without judgementthe capacity to speak and listen without judgement.
 A special way of talking with another that involves 

listening in a different way
30

listening in a different way.



Context of DialogueContext of Dialogue

 Equality of participation..
 Each person has a voice and the voice is  Each person has a voice and the voice is 

heard and equally valued. 
N  th t f t ib ti  j d t    No threat of retribution, judgement, or 
coalition is allowed and no one's opinion 
t  th '  trumps another's. 

 No preconceived outcome.
 Open agenda..
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Di l PDi l PDialogue ProcessDialogue Process

 Deep Listen 
 Identify Your AssumptionsIdentify Your Assumptions
 Suspend Your Judgement

Ad t Advocate
 Inquire
 Reflect
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Deep ListeningDeep Listening

 Partner up with a the person 
next to you.

 Everyone will need to clasp 
their hands over their eyes!

 One person talks first.One person talks first.
 Have a conversation with 

your partner about an issue 
occurring within your occurring within your 
school.

 When I call time, keeping 
your hands clasped over 
your eyes, swap.
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Identify AssumptionsIdentify Assumptions
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Inquire / AdvocateInquire / Advocate

 Inquiry
 Ask Questions
 Probe patterns, habits of thought, 

resistance and power

 Advocate
 We express clearly where we 

stand on a particular issue
 May defend or support a position  May defend or support a position 

or cause
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ReflectionReflection

 Do you take ‘quiet’ time to 
think about the interaction think about the interaction 
you have with others.
– What occurred?What occurred?
– What worked, what didn't?
– What have you learned?– What have you learned?
– What would you do differently
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Dialogue Dialogue 
SkillsSkills
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Dialogue ActivityDialogue Activity

It has been said that the independent education sector 
is facing the prospect of declining enrolments.g g
 You and your team have been given a ‘clean’ sheet of 

paper to reinvent your schools business. You are excited 
by this prospect.

 Conduct a dialogue with the team to collect initial ideas

 Observers: - 2 per table
 Were any assumptions identified?
 To what extent did you see inquiry and advocacy?
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 Was there any evidence of reflection?
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Be the ripple effect...

CORE COACHING SKILLSCORE COACHING SKILLS
e t e pp e e ect
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Core Coaching SkillsCore Coaching Skills

Every employee deserves to be coached
Coaching is always about

Results of effective coaching are...g
At some point they say I am a better performer 

because of you!
41

because of you!



Core Coaching SkillsCore Coaching Skills

 Listening
 Treat with Respect Treat with Respect
 Create Rapport and Build Trust
 Focus on Achievement
 Be Solution Focusede So ut o ocused
 Maintain Forward Momentum
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Listening

Allows the individual to fill the space and share their 
thoughts and feelings… not the manager

 Use only one or two questions to prompt

 Tell me more...(general)

 Tell me more about...(can be more specific)
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Treat with Respect

Bring from the past into the moment. Know the 
person has the resources in their experience to 
solve/work through the situation.
Can you think of a time when you....y y
 Can you describe it for me?
 What happened? pp
 Why do you think it worked? Didn’t work?
 What would you do differently?What would you do differently?
 What could you do now to make it happen?
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Create Rapport & Build Trust

Use the actual words the person uses. 
 If you change the words you change the  If you change the words you change the 

meaning for that person and it lessens 
the focusthe focus.

 The word represents that persons 
understanding and experience.

 Using the same words enables the 
person to connect back to their own 
experience.
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Focus on AchievementFocus on Achievement

 Asks lots of questions.
 Hard on the process, soft on the personp , p
 Identify what success is / looks like in 

the end statethe end state.
 What, from your point of view is a 

successful scenario?successful scenario?
 Let’s say we had...
 How might it look...?
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Solution Focused
PROBLEM FOCUSED SOLUTION FOCUSED

Assessing Problems
“Can you tell me about the problem ?”

Clarifying goals
“What do you want to change?”

Emphasis on diagnosis – personalised
problem

A  f t i i t

People have (not are) problems

Awareness of recent improvement
Awareness of recent impairment

“What went wrong last week ?”

p

“How did you cope so well last week?”

Explaining problems

“Is lack of progress a symptom of something 

Explaining progress

“Have we clarified the central issue or goal?”Is lack of progress a symptom of something 
deeper?”

Highlighting weaknesses and failures

“Have we clarified the central issue or goal?”

Highlighting strengths and resources
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Maintain Forward Momentum 

Connect the person with their intent…
 The person needs to take action NOW or the  The person needs to take action NOW or the 

energy dissipates.
What could you do right now to get that started?─ What could you do right now to get that started?

─ When can you let me have …
What will you do when you leave here to make ─ What will you do when you leave here to make 
that happen?

─ What will you do in the next hour to get started?─ What will you do in the next hour to get started?
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Coaching Skills Practice

 Groups of 3 (coach, coachee and observer)
 Select a ‘live’ situation that you would like to  Select a live  situation that you would like to 

practice your coaching.
B i f  t   th  it ti   h  th   Brief your partner on the situation on how the 
person behaves and decide if they are a D1, D2, 
D3   D4    th   t i t  h t !D3, or D4,  so they can get into character!
– Coach for 5 minutes.
– Change roles and repeat.
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Linking Coaching & SLIILinking Coaching & SLII

D4D2 D4D2

D3D1
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SummarySummary--How they fit?How they fit?

Leadership & ManagementLeadership & ManagementLeadership & ManagementLeadership & Management

Situational Leadership
Dialogue SkillsDialogue Skills
Coaching Skills
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HOMEWORKHOMEWORK
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Homework

Mint Condition 
By: Anna Muoio November 30, 1999

Group Activity Homework: Small Wins
Please read the handout Mint Condition
In your group, discuss:
The ‘little things’ that were done to make progress in The little things  that were done to make progress in 
a major turnaround
Be as specific as you can.
Please list your responses and bring them with you in Please list your responses and bring them with you in 
the morning
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